Phi Kappa Tau: New Blood Gets Fired Up

This fall's rush netted for the Phi Taus a group which shows great promise of adding considerable strength to the chapter. The pledge class got off on the right foot in student activities by electing Swep Davis to Tech's freshman Student Council. The active chapter has provided the pledges with a pledge chapter room which has proven to be the nucleus of class spirit and unity. Despite such obstacles as "old faithful" and the distraction of their new pool table, the Phi Kappa Taus look hopefully toward the construction of their new house scheduled for use in the fall of 1967.
Fierce competition stimulates enthusiasm over active intramural program.

Never-say-die spirit carries worker through a long cold night.
Phi Sigma Kappa: Phi Sigs Come to Aid of Crippled Children

The Tech Phi Sigs this year may well have established themselves as leaders in reforming fraternity pledge programs by initiating work for the Aidmore Hospital for Crippled Children as a pledge project. Consisting largely of co-ops, the chapter has distinguished itself in both intramural bowling and basketball competition. The year is highlighted socially by Moonlight Day and also by an occasional Playboy Party. The Phi Sigs hope to tear down their two present houses and begin construction on a new house by next fall.
The hands of defense draw nigh,  
but the long arm of offense 
draws nigher.

Mother never told me that parties could be 
so much fun.
Just being close to a Phi Sig is enough to evoke the unbounded enthusiasm of any girl.

Phi Sigma Kappa

Phi Sigs launch another attack against their old nemesis, the DU's.
Parties strengthen the brother's links with the opposite sex.

The chapter's homecoming display was realized through the efforts of brothers, pledges, and girl friends.
Pi Kappa Alpha: Crew Keeps Close Watch on Campus Fires

Always a big attraction during rush, the Pike fire engine, together with an attractive collection of Pi High rush girls, lured a good class of thirty-three pledges to the distant chapter house. Pledge spirit, always high, reached a muddy crescendo this fall in a hard fought football game with the actives in Piedmont Park. Two last-minute disasters—brake failure on their Ramblin' Reck and Hank Ballard's not showing up for the big formal have been the only dark clouds to gather over an otherwise smooth running year for the PiKAs'. The long walk from the house to the hill is useful at least to the extent that it gives the Pikes good opportunity to reflect on those weekend sessions of beerdrinking and song.
A determined Pike offense displays its colors in this left-end jaunt.

"Excuse me, but tomorrow is ROTC drill and I've got to get these polished."

R. McKenzie
A week-end at the Pike house provides the perfect interlude between two hard weeks of fighting campus fires.

There's something about a Pi Kappa Alpha man.
The Pike crest provides a good atmosphere for a serious conversation.

Pat seems a little embarrassed about the behavior of her two well-dressed friends.
See what happens the next time you try to take a sip from my drink.

Pi Kappa Phi: Jolleyball Jocks Climb Out of Academic Cellar

Breaking away to twenty-fifth place scholastically and handing the DU's their only football defeat have been but two of the precedents set at the Pi Kappa Phi house this year. Another has been the establishment of the important electronic relationship that television equals Bullwinkle. And of course proximity to Peter's Park makes volleyball an ever popular source of chapter jollies. When school breaks this June, Pi Kaps will go home with pleasant visions of their new house, scheduled for opening in fall, 1964. Next fall may also see the unveiling of the Pi Kappa Phi wreck, which the chapter has labored over for the past three years.
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Fred Field, President
Could one of the weekly Friday and Saturday night parties be the scene of a double snake?

A fast moving game of bridge makes for an exciting afternoon around the chapter house.

If I'd studied 207 Physics last night, I'd have a better idea of when that ball's going to come down.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon: Maimed Lion Becomes Dogface

The SAE lion, a favorite target of paint slingers for some time, was made the victim of a disastrous face lifting this winter. The real tragedy, though, came in the form of the repair job, the likes of which house-boy "Cheek" hasn't seen in his some forty years of service. New on the scene too this year was an avalanche of "Rah-Rahs", providing additional evidence of the chapters "Be-True-to-Your-School" spirit. One of Tech's most socially active fraternities, the SAE calendar is highlighted by the Roman Orgy House party and the annual SAE day. The E's staged a big rally during their last "Eminent Hand" election, with Guerry Backer pulling away in a hotly contested battle.
These two will agree that the Dawg House makes the best opaque containers.

S.A.E.'s competitive spirit blossoms on a fall afternoon.
That warm arm of companionship makes for a decidedly distracting influence to even the best football game.

The E's get right down to the real nitty-gritty on a Saturday night.
Coach “motor-mouth” Tellepsen slips his boys the straight word.

If that chicken gets out this time the togas can have him.
The big Sig basketball team controls the boards during a crucial game.

Sigma Chi: White Cross Gains New Luster
... and Burglar Alarm

The Sigs’ fall shot in the arm was just a little more potent than usual this year with Mother Mac and 51 new pledges all climbing aboard. With the aid of a new electronic alerting system, these pledges have successfully protected the coveted White Cross which hangs in the picture window, overlooking Techwood Drive. And Mother Mac has made her presence known, too, by instilling in the house a spirit of warmth and Southern grace. In addition to the famous “Rainbow Curtains,” abundant sources of chapter color come in the form of airborne architects, frequent POW campaigns and a knock-down, drag-out frisbee season.
A tired Sig reflects on combination front yard rush party and G.A.
Mixed emotions reflected on teammates' faces epitomize flight of Sigma Chi ball carrier.


J. Perusse  J. Pope  H. Rainwater
C. Rogers  C. Sawyer  H. Scarborough
R. Scruggs  C. Schneider

Sigmi Chi

A new pledge receives an introduction to the brotherhood that will follow.
The balcony gives a good view of a party in the house.

"Henry, you old dog, you."

Sigma Chis attempt to construct a raincoat for the chapter's biggest stud.
Encouragement and deep concentration gets a Sigma Nu under safely.

Sigma Nu: Snakes Spite Rivals by Taking Campus Chest

A new color TV and a first place finish in the Campus Chest drive have provided the Sigma Nu's with additional ammunition with which to wage their traditional rivalry with their next door neighbors, the Phi Delts. The swimming pool, a particular boon to the "Ralph Crew" and the chapter athletes, is known to hold as much water as the perpetual lake caused by some mysterious defect in the house's showers. One of the biggest problems currently facing the chapter seems to be that of finding a seat to watch the Fugitive at Tuesday night's tube lab. Mrs. Glenn's boys are looking forward to another successful rush next fall and maybe even a token raise for ace houseboy Clarence.
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Bill Lassiter, President
Jimmy Adams leads the Sigma Nu's to a victory in the intramural track meet.

What could be better than a little brotherhood and a large PC from the Varsity?
The successful Sigma Nu intramural program is built on teamwork like this.

That mass of chicken wire will slowly take the form of a homecoming display.
Happiness is a madras-clad girl on your knee.

In the latter stages of the party sometimes it's hard to remember which is your date.
Tired of waiting for the construction of their new house to begin, a considerable percentage of the Sig Ep chapter has taken up residence at the Thunderbird Apartments. The faithful few who do still live in the house have the termite problem well in hand, though, since they've switched to mechanical pencils and metal slide rules. Chapter attitude generally follows the leadership of several reform cliques, whose latest attacks have been directed at the IFC, the SEC, IM 418, and the National Fraternity. Agnes Scott girls and Piedmont student nurses have been waging a hot battle for Sig Ep affections, with the nurses currently holding the edge. One thing may be said with some certainty—the chapter is a very well fed group now that their cook, Josephine, is back after a brief brush with the law.

Ed Picklesimer, President
A cool Sig Ep Frenchman is quite out of place at their Roman party.

There's no law that says the sweetheart can't get in there and have a good time.
The finger of suspicion points at a mighty guilty look.

Many close measurements go into engineering a Sig Ep display.
Rome never had it so good as a Sig Ep party.

Hard rushing Sig Ep line is a quarterback's nightmare.
Those lazy crazy hazy days of summer roll on as TKE takes to the beach.

**Tau Kappa Epsilon: Summertime and the Livin' is easy**

With forty-eight percent of the chapter members being co-ops, it is easy to see why the Tekes are Tech's most active Fraternity during the summer months. A large scale summer rush program saw seventeen new pledges and brought the fraternity nearer its goal of having a full size summer chapter. The remaining nine months of the year see plenty of activity around the TKE house, too. A serious attitude toward scholarship has been largely responsible for the chapter's perennially high academic averages. The grace and feminine charms of their new house mother, Mom Davis, have so taken the respect and admiration of the chapter that she was made an honorary sweetheart this year.
It's been said that the Chapter's rooting section could outcheer Tech's Rats.

Sometimes intramurals are contests to decide who makes the meanest faces.
Teke roundballers fight for position as tough Lambda Chi offense takes effect.
Yes, I'd love to take you to the dance tonight too, but Mom Davis promised to read me my EE 325.
There never seems to be a problem with dull afternoons around the Theta Chi house anymore. Watching droves of O'Keefe coeds and engaging in friendly egg battles with their neighbors have been successful in providing enough excitement for everyone. The pledges have at times been accused of being lazy, but there hasn't been a discipline problem to date, possibly because of cook Gertrude and her formidable butcher knife. Thus far the year has seen a minor house remodeling and the diabolical discovery that their 29,000 gal. swimming pool can be made to empty into the Fiji yard.

A Theta Chi reflects on the coming days of hard work which will finish the display.
The search for female companionship may seem futile at times . . . but things usually turn the right way.
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J. Jones  R. Jones  J. Keys  S. Lenz  W. Ludwig  S. Mackenzie  B. McCaa

R. McCoy  T. McCrary  H. McIntosh
A brother holds on to his two most valuable possessions at Ga. Tech.

Who wouldn't be fired up with a date like that?
A proposal is a common occurrence around the Theta Chi house.

A brother attempts to confuse date by explaining right-hand screw principle with left hand.
The Theta Xi house is captured in a serene interval between water battles.

**Theta Xi: How High Can You Go?**

Or perhaps one might ask, "How low can you go?" Private piloting and limbo are just two of the fads currently embracing Beta Alpha Chapter of Theta Xi. Moving in their new house this fall, the brothers have brought chapter spirit to new heights around a strong rivalry between pledges and actives, which has led to frequent visits to the local lakes. With chapter expansion as their major objective for the immediate future, Theta Xi hopes to finish the 63-64 school year with increased status on the Tech campus.

Intramural spirit runs high as spring quarter brings softball.

C. Brown  P. Buckholdt  E. Cain

E. Callens  H. Chick  M. Del Percio

S. Fay  R. Fitzwilson  C. Hampton
The proverbial punt is popular on the Tech campus.